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Introduction 
 
        Your SOUL NUMBER reveals your inner, private self, the underlying 
motivations that influence your decisions and actions, your subconscious desires and 
most deeply ingrained attitudes. (It is determined by adding the values for the vowels 
in your full birth name.) 
 
        You PERSONALITY NUMBER shows how you express yourself outwardly, 
your appearance and the image you present, how others see you, your power of 
attraction and the surroundings you enjoy most. (It is determined by adding together 
the values for the consonants in your full birth name.) 
 
        Your DESTINY NUMBER represents your overall aims and the path you will 
follow in order to accomplish your life's purpose. (It is determined by adding together 
the values for all the letters in your full birth name.) 
 
        Your CAREER NUMBER shows your talents and gifts and what types of careers 
or vocations you are most suited for. (It is determined by adding together the digits for 
your birth date). 
 
        Your MISSING NUMBER (or numbers) show your areas of weakness and what 
is underdeveloped in your nature. They are determined by whatever number values 
are not represented in your full birth name.) 
 
        The FIRST INITIAL in your name indicates the most significant quality of your 
personality and the traits which make you unique in the eyes of other people. 
 
        The FIRST VOWEL of your name reveals your instinctive reaction to people and 
situations. 
 
 
 
        Your Numerology report is based on the following calculations: 
 
Total for each letter: 
 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
A=3 B=0 C=1 D=1 E=2 F=1 G=0 H=0 I=2 
J=0 K=0 L=1 M=0 N=2 O=1 P=1 Q=0 R=1 
S=3 T=0 U=0 V=0 W=1 X=0 Y=0 Z=0 
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Consonant Total: 5  (50) 
Vowel Total: 1  (37) 
Grand Total: 6  (87) 
Date Total: 7  (16) 
Missing Number(s) are: 2 8 
First letter is D 
First vowel is I 
 
 
Your Soul Number is ONE. 
 
        You are a strong, self-reliant individual who is willing to stand apart from the crowd and act 
according to your own beliefs and convictions. You have a deep inner sense of authority and of 
your own power, and you prefer to either work alone or to be in charge, directing and leading 
others. You have a dominant nature and greatly influence others, even without trying to. Self-
sufficient and independent, you are not easily swayed from the path you set for yourself. 
However, you tend to be proud and unwilling to ask for help when you need it. You also become 
so involved with carrying out your own will and desires that you neglect to consider others' 
needs. 
 
        You inability to cooperate and compromise, and your tendency to be subtly domineering 
may cause trouble in close relationships. Also, you have trouble accepting any authority and can 
be rebellious when challenged. Your gifts are originality of thought, the courage to be different 
and take risks, and a deep core of inner strength. 
 
 
Your Personality Number is FIVE. 
 
        You are outgoing and expressive with an engaging, lively verbal style. Quick-witted and 
fluent, you can be a sparkling conversationalist or persuasive salesman. There is also a 
mischievous playfulness about you and you may be a terrible tease. You like to poke fun at more 
serious or pompous individuals. 
 
        You are quite magnetic and attractive to the opposite sex, and you need a lot of mental and 
emotional stimulation in order to be happy. It is good for you to have many friends and 
acquaintances of both sexes. 
 
        You are rarely still and you appear restless, as if you were itching to get up and go 
someplace. You quickly become impatient if your environment is not interesting and varied. You 
don't want to miss anything. You may seem fickle and undependable to others. 
 
        You appear youthful regardless of your age, and you like to be up to date. You pay attention 
to fashion trends and will experiment with the latest styles and fads. You enjoy dressing for 
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dramatic effect and sometimes wear unusual, attention-getting combinations. 
 
 
Your Destiny Number is SIX. 
 
        You have a very helpful and sympathetic nature and your path lies in supporting, assisting, 
and serving others. You feel a sense of responsibility for human welfare and social justice and 
betterment, and have a strong protective concern for children, the ill, aged, or others in need of 
care. The helping professions, community service, or work with charitable organizations would 
be very fulfilling for you. You are also very domestic and devoted to your home and your 
family's well-being. If you are a parent, that may well be the most meaningful and important part 
of your life. You invest much of your time, love, and creativity making your house a HOME - a 
beautiful, warm, comfortable place to be and you have old-fashioned tastes, preferring the 
homemade or personal touch to something fancy, slick, and mass-produced. 
 
        You love and crave beauty, and have an artistic sense of harmony, balance, and color. You 
would enjoy flower gardening, making crafts, home decorating, etc. 
 
        Harmony, beauty, and service are your keywords. 
 
 
Your Career Number is SEVEN. 
 
        You are suited for activities calling for serious study and research, investigation, 
specialization, precision, high standards, perfectionism, intuitive as well as rational intelligence, 
imagination. A cloistered or ivory-tower existence appeals to you. You want to be left in peace 
and not have to deal with the mundane business of life. 
 
        Careers and Vocations: Psychoanalyst, psychiatrist, surgeon, scientific authority, scientific 
researcher, archeologist, historian, authority on antiques, any work connected to the sea 
including marine biologist, deep sea explorer or sailor, metaphysician, astrologer, investigator of 
esoteric subjects, clergyman, theologian, authority on etiquette, form, or religious ceremony, 
investment counselor, detective, judge. 
 
 
Your Missing Number(s) are: 
 
        TWO: You are frequently inconsiderate of others and lack the ability to truly cooperate, 
compromise, and appreciate the other person's point of view. You need to develop a sensitive 
awareness of others' needs and concerns. You give only what you want to give and relate only on 
your own terms. Try to be more flexible. 
 
        EIGHT: You lack business sense and may have little interest or ambition for material 
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achievements and success. You can be very impractical and naive about finances, investments, 
legal procedures, and the ways of the world, thereby making foolish decisions. Try to develop an 
interest and an education in these matters to prevent regrettable and costly mistakes of judgment 
in your finances. You need to learn to manage time and resources more efficiently. 
 
        You disdain commercialism and don't understand its value. Therefore you are unlikely to be 
able to sell either products or ideas to others, which in turn may prevent you from sharing your 
creative efforts with a wide audience. 
 
 
Your First Vowel is I. 
 
        Your instinctive response to any situation is INTUITIVE DISCRIMINATION. You act 
according to your intuitive sense of a situation, and may seem entirely illogical and impervious 
to rational argument. You are sensitive and intelligent, with the ability to perceive and 
understand subtleties and complex issues. 
 
        You are sympathetic, idealistic, and have a strong humanitarian impulse. You can be overly 
subjective, overly sensitive and emotional. You avoid confrontation as much as possible, and are 
sensitive to criticism and rejection. 
 
        You are also inspired intellectually or artistically and require a supportive atmosphere in 
which to develop these gifts. 
 
 
Your First Initial is D. 
 
        Determined, stubborn, and persistent, you are able to withstand hardship and overcome 
obstacles by your steady, concentrated efforts. You are extremely practical, capable in 
organizing and managing material affairs, and basically conservative in your approach to life. 
You dislike taking risks where your future security is at stake. 
 
        You are a hard worker, solid and reliable, perhaps something of a workhorse. Others depend 
upon your stable strength. 
 
        Though strong-willed, you nevertheless have a rather soft exterior, rarely initiating conflict 
or controversy. You are slow to change, and somewhat passive, at least outwardly. You also 
enjoy a relaxed pace, preferring the country or a smaller town to an urban lifestyle. There is a 
simplicity about you, possibly a certain bluntness and lack of subtlety as well. 


